Recommendations for Toys in Offices and Waiting Rooms
Situation

With the concerns surrounding H1N1 influenza, there is increased
attention being directed toward cleaning and disinfection of common/
high touch surfaces including toys in hospital and physician waiting
rooms. Department of Health and Health Promotion & Protection have
received numerous requests from health care providers for
recommendations on management of toys in their particular health care
setting.

Background

Given concern regarding microbial contamination of toys and risk of
transmission of pathogens in waiting rooms, several hospitals and
physicians’ offices have removed toys from their general waiting rooms
(excluding areas which toys are used in therapy). While these measures
have been spurred on by the current H1N1 pandemic, concerns of
transmission of other pathogens exist.

Assessment

Microbial contamination of toys in hospitals, physician’s offices and
clinics has been well- documented. Regular cleaning/disinfection
schedules have been recommended in various guidelines. However the
ability to operationalize an effective cleaning schedule is often difficult or
impossible. Toys can easily become heavily re-contaminated in
between cleanings, and become an important vector of transmission,
particularly with smaller children who may have frequent oral contact
with their hands, toys or environmental surfaces.

Recommendations
1. Toys should be considered for removal from general waiting areas if there is an inability to
ensure a minimum of daily cleaning and disinfection, toy use cannot be monitored to ensure
heavily soiled items are removed from circulation, or if the priority is to further minimize
possible vectors of transmission (recognizing that toys provide a sometimes valuable role in
waiting rooms) in this setting. Parents and caregivers can be encouraged to bring the child’s
own toys.
2. If opting to keep toys in general waiting areas that will be shared with multiple children, then the
following recommendations apply:
a. Soft toys in waiting rooms pose a risk and therefore should be removed from waiting
areas
b. Hard surfaces toys should undergo a regular cleaning schedule at least once daily
using a cleaner/ disinfectant. This can be accomplished by:
 Submersing or wiping toys with a hospital approved low-level disinfectant
solution or pre-moistened wipe. Phenolic disinfectants should not be used.
 Allowing the recommended wet-contact time as specified on the label
instructions for use.
 Rinsing immersed toys with clean water and drying with a clean towel or airdrying.
 Wiping large playroom toys or surfaces with low-level disinfectant and airdrying.
3. Magazines and books can become contaminated but are unable to be disinfected. Regular
purging of old magazines and encouraging hand hygiene is a reasonable approach.
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